
Monthly Net
1st Thursday of the month @7:15pm
All frequencies linked.
MARC now uses the PAPA Linked
System in the SoCal area. System
is multimode. Frequencies & Info
are at:  PAPASys.org
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Did you miss the first in a long time
MARC group ride?
John, N6JCB led 3 MARC members and 1
guest on a great ride over the Ortega
highway out to the overlook to Lake
Elsinore, down to the lake, and then out
the Grand Clinton Keith road.  For me, the
round trip mileage was just over 300 miles
total.  And of course, the Harley ran
perfectly, as well as the 2 Goldwings, the
BMW, and the guest on his Harley.  I will
say, it is nice to have some Harley
company for once.  But when we stopped
for a picnic lunch somewhere near De
Luz, we were all hungry and enjoyed the
company.  John, KC6ZOZ and Jim,
KD6REA met up with us along the route,
so they did not have to go too far from
home to join us.  Using MARC simplex,
or the PAPA Santiago repeater was great,
we had solid communications all along the
route.  John, N6JCB made up the route,
and provided us with a GPX file for those
who wanted to use it.  I find it very useful
and loaded it into my Harley Nav system
easily.  The trick that I have learned is to
know the route first, and to load the
furthest point from the start and the entire
route gets plotted.  But the GPS breaks the
route up when it loads, and it lets you just
go to a waypoint only.  Then you have to

load the next destination.  My Garmin
GPS also works well, but it is so hard to
read in the bright sunlight.  And we had a
beautiful day that day, temps mostly in the
80’s.  I am thinking of getting a new
Garmin, which seem to have much
brighter screens.  Just hard to pay the
price.
MARC is planning to have more rides like
this.  Please join us.  It is a very nice
departure from what we have done for so
many years, helping with the bicycle
events.  If anyone has a good idea of a
place to ride to for a day, please let me
know and we will work to make it happen.
The weather is cooling off some, so now
is a great time to ride and play radio.
Thanks for reading, and hope to see you
soon.

October 2020

http://papasys.org/
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Billy Hall   N6EDY
John Edwards  KC6ZOZ
John Reynolds  W5JFR
John Beckwith  N6JCB
Alvin Brown  KD6UZM

PRESIDENT
Mark Kanzler  KE6ZRP

SECRETARY
John Beckwith  N6JCB

TREASURER
John Edwards  KC6ZOZ

50/50 DOOR PRIZE
Mijo Reynolds  KF6BEB

NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Jeff Gallagher  WB6ALR

WEBMASTER
John Beckwith  N6JCB

EVENT CALENDAR

MARC Net    October 1, 2020  7:15 pm

Zoom Meeting    October 10, 2020  8:00 am

MS-150 Virtual Ride  October 17,  2020

ALA Reach the Beach   October 11, 2020 (Tentative)

Join Us for Coffee
If you live in the Southern California area, you are
invited to join us at our monthly meeting, usually held on
the second Saturday of the month at Marie Callender’s,
307 E. Katella Avenue.. Meeting and breakfast begin at
8:00 am.

NEWS FROM  THE TUNDRA
Droning along on I-35, heading south and I wondered.  See.. the plan was to
sell the BMW R1150RT to my nephew... he was supposed to come on the 3rd
of September and we would be riding south on the  4th together... but here it's
just me!  We had set it up, y'know.. way back in April when I sent him a text
that the RT needed a new home... There is this saying. Happy Life, Happy
wife... or maybe its backwards?   I need to remove at least one BMW
motorcycle from the garage... or maybe just have one?
I had left home on the 4th of September, goal was to ride to Moore,
Oklahoma... and to do it in one day.  A normal trip for me... Darkness at 4 am..
not like June 4th when the dawn was at 5 am.  Time flies.  Justin had called me
on the First of September.. usually it is Texting.. He said he couldn't come and
had decided not to buy the BMW.  He said I could sell it to someone else!
Sun was rising with orange skies to the left of me.  By this time I was almost to
Iowa.  There is a Rest Area on I-35 plus a BP gas station. I slowed the boxer
engine and downshifted... waited at the Stop sign... turned right and headed for
the Red Barn Rest area.   I waved at the janitor, who was cleaning away. He
waved back... recognizing these people is really important.  Started the BMW
and rode over to the gas station... filled on.. Pumps were on but the
Convenience Store, still closed.  Maybe they open at 6?
4th of September is my birthday... Thank you... if you just said "Happy
Birthday Tim!"... 67 years now. The odometer on the motorcycle during the trip
south turned to 67,000 miles.. which I thought was interesting!  I had told my

daughters that I would be riding on my birthday.
Kelly the oldest had use come over on Thursday
night... Gave me a power squirt gun... I read on the
package.. 7 years old and up... I said.." I need to ad
a 6 before the 7!"
Riding I-35 sunshine streaming across the fields of
corn and huge wind mills turning in the southerly
breezes.  Rolled on, south and then west around Des
Moines, Iowa. South again as I-80 heads west.
Kansas and warmer Sunshine.  Not too many
motorcycles out.  Debating in my mind on what to
take.. Do it take an outer loop of highway? There is
635 and 435... I was thinking do to the C virus and
the lack of traffic due to Labor Day.. that I would
stay on 35... In this informational age.. I usually
ignore the internet or don't have the cell phone
mounted as a GPS and just ride.
Seeing the huge orange Sign.. I 35 CLOSED....
What?  OK.. let's see where is Highway 71, oh there
it is... I exited off I-35, noticing the red lights of
cars waiting to Merge around the closure... figured I
had it made... Then I made the mistake.. Noticed a
sign.. Highway 56... Old road that yes goes right
through Kansas City... I took it... and rode at 30
mph and had stop lights... ended at a

Cont’d pg. 3
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Join Us on Facebook at: www.facebook.com/groups/1573778489517365/

Visit our Website: www.MARC-HQ.org

Got an Article?
Or a Ham worthy item of information to pass along?
Please submit all articles and photos to
ocpd44@gmail.com or jbeckwit47@gmail.com. Articles
should be in RTF, PDF or plain text. Photos and
diagrams should be in PDF, JPG, GIF or TIFF. Please
limit size and please do not interlace photos with text as
it must be extracted and re-inserted for use.

Cont’d pg. 6

huge Apartment complex... and turned around, headed
back and finally... back on I-35... Wasted about an
hour.. and I still needed fuel so back to finding
another BP Station...
Getting hungry and rolling south through Kansas.  I
have gone down this route for many years.  Usually
going to Texas to see Justin or when Justin's parents
are in southern Texas then I go there.  Took the exit
for Lyndon... I think that  was the name... parked the
BMW by a Harley Trike. walked into the Subway... I
had remembered about 50 miles into this trip... that I
had forgotten my mask!... Well the Subway people
behind the counter didn't have them and the customers
under 50 had masks on... I ate my sandwich as far
away as possible... and got outside quickly.
Toll way at Emporia, Kansas.. took the ticket and
droned on.  Filled gas at the last Oasis.  Finally into
Oklahoma... and 2 hours later in heavy traffic around
Oklahoma City... The exit I was looking for is 4th ave
south.. The exits I was watching at this slow pace was
55th and 69th, even 89th... It occurred to me that it
must be another county that Moore City is in... Yep!
First the 12th street north... and down to Central.. then
started ... oh! there it is... 4th Street south.. but I was
looking for 4th street South West... coming to the
cross street off the exit off I -35... yep, there it was 4th
south west!  The sunshine was sinking in the clear
blue sky.. behind those street signs... blinking my tired
eyes... "nope not that one.."   I kept riding.. "Aha" and
turned right..  Slammed on the brakes and took a
right.. on Waundering Road... Then Turtle River
road... The garage door goes up... and i idle in... 16
hours or 830 miles.. Done!

Sam Binkley used to ride Honda Goldwing.  I had met
him and his wife Marijo when riding down to
California for the May meeting of MARC.. way back
in 2002.  I was writing about my motorcycle trips and
he sent me an email.. requesting on where I would be
in Kansas so we could meet... I had said that I hadn't
thought of that... Sam then said they had an extra
bedroom... and I immediately accepted the idea of
staying with them for a night before heading west to
Apple Valley, California and to the MARC breakfast!
Sam and his wife welcomed me.  They had been in
Juneau Alaska from 2011-2019... and had returned to
Oklahoma  Last Spring  Saturday we went out for a
drive in his truck. He asked if I needed anything..
"Well the windshield lost one of the screws that holds
it to the mechanism that moves it up and down... do
you have ductape?"  Sam nodded... We returned to the
house and He looked at the problem.. We tried some
really sticky black duct tape... but it wasn't doing the
job to hold it down on the bracket.. Sam finds a
screw... Not metric but who cares... I don't .. then Sam
took a file and made a cut or groove across the
threads... Marijo was watching now... "What are you
doing, Sam? "  Sam nodded... replied. " This screw
will cut new thread in the aluminum bracket... He
dabbed on Blue Locktite.. looks at me and says. "Too
bad I don't have the Red stuff!" I laughed... "Yeah I
have heard the stories of breaking the engine mounts
with that stuff!"
Coolness of the A/C as we entered their home.  Sat
around and talked . Sam prepared all the meals.  Too
hot out there for these precious friends.   The weather
man was reporting that a Cold Snap was coming to

Oklahoma.. That Denver would be snowing on
Labor Day!  I wondered... September snow storm?
What am I doing down South and Snow?  Sunday it
was 92 degrees.. the forecast now was Snow would
be in flurries and it would be in the panhandle of
Oklahoma! Aye!!
"What time can I roll for Minnesota on Monday?" I
asked.  Sam replied "Anytime... when would you
want to have breakfast?" I shrugged my shoulders..

Tundra pg. 2
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Last month, I had the chance to ride with my HOG
chapter to Colorado to participate in the annual Four
Corners Rally in Durango Colorado.  There were 9
people going, and 8 bikes.  We had 5 guys and 4 gals,
3 of whom rode their own bikes.  The ride was
organized by one of the HOG chapter members Paul
and he did a great job.  The first day we rode to
Flagstaff Arizona, and spent the night there.  Since
there are not that many people out on the rode right
now due to Covid, the motel was not crowded, and

they let all the bikes park under the canopy at the front
door.  So we had a “bike Corral”.  My room was right
next door to the entrance so I could keep an eye on
those frisky critters. The 2nd day took us to a really
cool spot, and we all stood on the corner of Winslow
Arizona and there was the flat head Ford, but no
gal…Dang. The weather for both days was hot, 105

degrees through the desert.  Glad I carry lots of water.
We arrived in Durango at about 4:40 pm, and got our
rooms, then headed out to eat. Durango ia a very nice
town, about 8,000 ft high and had beautiful weather.
We avoided crowds and had a great meal Italian,
outdoor seating.  The next day, we rode the Million
Dollar Highway up through Silverton and stopped in

Ridgway to eat at the True Grit Café.  Yep, they filmed
the movie near there and the place had lots of John
Wayne stuff. Great food also. The next day, the group
left to come back home, riding through Williams
Arizona, but I took a different route and planned to
stay a couple of days more.  So I headed to Salida
Colorado to visit a friend Nelson and his wife Peggy
who own an Alpaca farm there.  15 acres, and about 20
Alpacas.  Nelson also rides, and I hope to ride with
him some day.He is a high school friend. And I had

MY COLORADO ADVENTURE
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SEPTEMBER MEETING MINUTES
July 2020 MARC Meeting

September 12, 2020

President Kanzler opened the meeting via Zoom at 8:30 There were 9 members present- including 4 Board
members - Kanzler, Edwards, Beckwith, Reynolds.

Mark – Talked about his trip to Colorado and meeting up with member Lu Vencl.
John Beckwith – Reported no new members since last month.   About 16 website visits to the Newsletter page

since publishing the September newsletter 4 days ago.
John Edwards – Reported on some deposits for past new members and member renewals.  Also talked about

helping Billy Hall getting settled in his new home.
John Reynolds – Talked about missing his trip and challenges to teaching French.
Rich Lewis – talked about his treatments and his involvement with RACES.
Jim Banks – Got out on his bike for about 130 miles.
Jim Hammons – still dealing with smoke etc. from the fires.
Bill Douglass – Smoke and Fires in Oregon as well.
Ginger – dealing with smoke and fires as well.  Room in garage for a trike which they are considering.

Meeting Adjourned about 9:07.
Board Meeting meeting was held to discuss the equipment at Alvin’s house.  John will contact Alvin to discuss
list and timing and will coordinate with members to make a trip out to pick up gear.
Board meeting adjourned at 9:18

Next meeting will be Saturday, October 10th, 2020 at 8:00 am – via Zoom.

Members Present:
Jim Banks  KD6REA
John Beckwith N6JCB
Bill Douglas  K6WBD
John Edwards  KC6ZOZ
Mark Kanzler  KE6ZRP
Richard Lewis  AF6TM
John Reynolds W5JFR
Ginger White  KM6MIG
Jim Hammons N6JWL

Respectfully submitted,
John Beckwith, Secretary
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"I can get breakfast on the road, Sam. " I replied.  Sam
smiled. "Good then I don't need to get up and make it
then!"   I told them that when I wake up or around 4
am would be leaving.  However one minor problem..
my cell phone which is only 18 months old had died.. I
couldn't get it to charge at all... and was sending only
texts with it when I would turn it back on..  I had my
Icom HT and had it set for the weather frequencies.. so
I would know what the time was... Finally the radio
said it was 3 am.. packed my stuff and walked out into
the kitchen.. 3:45 am... Getting ice out of the fridge
and water and yep.. Sam walks around the corner..
"Good Morning" I grinned.
Sam asked "Do you know about the Camel back water
System?"  I nodded.. "Yeah I wore one out years ago. I
got it from my sister, Becky for my birthday... decades
ago!" Sam smiled.. "Good I have the pouch for the
water and bite tube.. somewhere in the garage." I kept
stuffing the saddle bags and Sam produced the pouch...
"You need a back pack?"  he said... I nodded... Soon
the bike was packed with extras... I  thanked him
again... "Until next time, Tim!"  I was backing the
motorcycle down the driveway.. nodding.. "Sounds
like a plan!"  Hit the starter button and the RT woke
up.. idling... easing it into the  dark early morning
street.. waved and headed for the highways.
South on Southwestern road then east .. Nope I thought
I was on 4th street South west... It was 19th... ooops...
Finally back on I-35 with strong southerly breezes
behind me.. from that storm building for the cold snap,
don't  cha know... I munched on the beef and pork
meat chips... keeping my hunger down for the first 300
miles.  Stopped for fuel in Northern Oklahoma... Sun
sure doesn't want to come up early!  It finally peeked
over the flat fields around 6:30 am... Grabbed the Toll
ticket and kept going... I think I added fuel at the
Center Oasis..  Then stopped for a real breakfast in
Emporia, Kansas.. Costs of the Tolls were $8.50 each

way.  Back on FreeWAY and heading for Kansas
City.. This time took 435 East... around and north to
I-35 north ... By this time the south winds had
switched. North East Winds.. as I droned along..
Iowa and more high winds from the North. Des
Moines passed.. Seeing the Sign for Minneapolis... was
good.  I stopped at the new Rest Area... yeah no
mask... Every one had one... eyeing me suspiciously ...
I got out into the open outside and quick as I could...
plopped the helmet back on.. I was thinking i could
just wear the helmet into these places.. maybe..  Dark
skies and darker clouds... Figured I had better get fuel
at the Red Barn Rest Area... as who knows what kind
of weather I am going into!  Added the last stop for
fuel.  4 gas stops to Moore, OK... and let's see 4 stops
on the way home.. Cool...
Dark skies but no rain until I was in the southern
suburbs of Minneapolis... Rains came on and off and
then north of the 494 it was a steady rain.  The route I
had taken out of the metro was closed .. so I rode I
35W and took the loop around Minneapolis exiting
onto Johnson Street.. all the lights were green on the
way home... well on Johnson... West on 37th I had to
wait at Central... looking around and off I go... turning
into the alley and idled down to the garage... backed
onto the driveway... 15 hours  or 850 miles!
I was planning on selling this  R1150RT... however
due to the heaviness of the K1200RS , I am planning
on keeping the RT...  But that story is still not
finished...  maybe next issue?  take care
73,
Tim Lindstrom, ab0ts
Columbia Heights, MN
2003 BMW K1200RS 63,400, 2004 BMW R1150RT
68,300 miles

Tundra fr pg 3

Cont’d pg. 9
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There are times when I want to put a bunch of miscellaneous addresses in my Garmin GPS (or any GPS that can
use .gpx files for that matter.)   I’m pretty proficient with Garmin Basecamp, but Basecamp is terrible at finding
addresses accurately, if at all.   However, Google Maps is very good at doing just that.  So, how to get addresses
from Google to my Garmin?

Turns out it’s quite easy – with the use of one tool.  There’s a website Maps to GPX (https://mapstogpx.com).
All you do is create your locations in Google.   Paste the Google URL in Maps to GPX and it will create a .gpx
file with all your points – as well as the route
between them.

For example, pick one of the points in your list –
just type the address, or copy/paste from an
existing file, (which is what I did) in the Google
Maps Search window.   Let it find that location.
Then, click on directions and copy/paste (or
type) the next address.   Google will calculate the
route between those points.   But you really
aren’t looking for routing (though you can) so it
doesn’t matter what order you enter them.   Just
click “Add Destination” and add/paste your next location.  The limit seems to be 10 locations.  It’s actually kind
of fun watching Google track all over the map when you enter them in Random order.

Once that’s done – go to the top of your browser and copy the
URL that has been built with all your addresses.  (You’ll actually
see them – sorta.).  Then, go to Maps to GPX and paste the URL
and click “Let’s Go”.   That will drop a .gpx file in your
Downloads folder (or wherever your browser is set to put
Downloads.)   Just move that file wherever you want it, open
Basecamp and import the .gpx file.  I actually create a separate
New List and import directly there.   The advantage of that is –
they are all in the same place so – 1) Easy to find and 2) Easy to
Delete all from your Collection should you want to at some future
time.

So, give it a try the next time you have a short list of addresses
you want to put in your GPS.   Of course, if you have longer
list....

I wanted to create a .gpx file of all the LAFD Fire Stations as part
of my ACS duties.   I found a free website that will geocode a file
for free.  (Geocoding is the process of converting an address to a
Latitude/Longitude – which is what is actually in the .gpx file.

Open a .gpx file with text editor if you don’t believe me...:-)   It’s exactly what Google Maps does on the fly
when you enter an address and it puts a dot on a map.   (In a past life we paid, like, $10,000 for the files that
allowed us to geocode our real estate properties.)

So, I had a list of about 150 LAFD locations that I wanted in a .gpx file.   I went to the website and uploaded a
.csv file (or .xls) and it sent me back a file with a lot more info in it, including the Latitudes and

GOOGLE TO YOUR GARMIN?

Cont’d pg. 10
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made contact with a MARC new member Lu Vencl who has a place in
Woodland Park Colorado.  That is near Pikes Peak.  Lu rode out the
next morning and met Nelson and me at Nelson’s house, and the 2 of us
rode north to the Independence Pass.  12.095 ft high!  The day before, I
rode over 5 passes, all more than 11,000 ft high, but this was the
highest I think I have done. Great ride, but at times, very narrow and no
guard rails.  Lu rides a Goldwing, and we kept in contact using 146.52
simplex.  That is a great frequency to use, because after we stopped in
Aspen for lunch, a couple of hams heard us and kept us company for
about 45 minutes.  I
headed south, and Lu
went back over the pass
and back home.  He has a
story to tell about his
return using ham radio,
but I will let him tell the
story.  I knew that I
needed to head south and
get as far as I could
because there was a cold

front working its way down the state, and the forecast was for the
first snowfall of the season to cover the entire state! So I took Hwy
70 south and stopped in Green River Utah.  Got a room and put the
bike to bed.  Early the next morning, I woke up to rain on the
window of the hotel. I hate riding in the rain.  So at 8 am, I looked
out the window and the rain had stopped, and the ground was dry.
The winds had picked up and dried the surface.  Great, I will take
wind over rain any day.  So I headed south thinking I will just

follow the front.
Wrong…I forgot
about the 3 passes
that rise to about
7500 ft and any rain became snow. I really hate snow!!  So I
stopped and waited it out for about 2 hours.  The snow stopped
and I headed south again.  This time, the Harley gave me troubles,
I think some snow got up under the fuel tank where the ignition
coils are and 1 cylinder cut out. I limped along for about 30
minutes. All of a sudden, the bike ran on 2 cylinders again and I
make it down to St George.  I pulled into the dealer there and they
looked at the bike, checked the computer codes and determined
that things were ok and that I should have no problems making it
to LA.. The next day, I set out for home, passed through Vegas at
79 degrees, Baker at 82 degrees, and breezed on home.   Here are
a couple of pictures of the trip.  I think I have explained them
pretty well, so no captions.
Thanks for reading,

Mark, KE6ZRP    Zippy,  Ham on a Hog

Colorado fr. pg. 4
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MULTIPLE BALLOONS CARRYING HAM
RADIO PAYLOADS LAUNCHED

ARRL News

Eleven schools across the US launched helium-filled balloons carrying
amateur radio payloads on October 9. The Smithsonian Air and Space
Museum live-streamed the multiple launches. The balloons are trackable via
ham radio on APRS (either 144.39 MHz FM or 144.34 MHz FM).

The lighter-than-air vehicles were intended to head east around the globe,
although there’s no accounting for upper air currents. Altitudes were
expected to be in the 20,000 – 25,000 foot range, with the balloons taking a
few days to cross the Atlantic Ocean.

Some of the balloons are already out over the Atlantic, and one, the
KS1LAS-1 balloon, launched from Washington, was reported over the Mediterranean on October 14, moving at
a speedy 69 MPH at an altitude of some 40,400 feet.

The K4NVA-1 balloon launched from Northern Virginia was reported on October 11 just east of St. Johns,
Newfoundland, at just over 23,100 feet, moving at 62 MPH. Others are still over North America and/or not
heading in the intended direction. The NW3DC-1 and NW3DC-2 balloons, sent up from Washington, DC, were
last reported on launch day close together just off Maryland’s Eastern Shore.

10/14/2020

Scouting’s Jamboree on the Air (JOTA) and concurrent Jamboree on the Internet (JOTI) will be held Friday,
October 16, through Sunday, October 18. A new US JOTA-JOTI website has details. Participants can register as
individuals or as a group on the World JOTA-JOTI website. The page includes a directory of all who have
already registered.

“We would love to receive pictures and videos of you and your Scouts participating in the events this coming
weekend,” said JOTA Coordinator Jim Wilson, K5ND. “Please be sure your group is following local guidelines
regarding social gatherings in your pictures.” Photos may be posted on the International BSA Facebook page.
Participants are asked to complete the feedback form after JOTA. Best practices and information on preparing an
event report are on the K2BSA web page.

JAMBOREE ON THE AIR TAKES PLACE THIS
WEEKEND
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Classified Listings

Classified listings will run for one month.You must submit an updated listing for each issue.

Sponsors
Please support our sponsors with your business. When you visit their stores be sure to mention

you are a MARC member.

Antennas - Analyzers - Mounts - Power supplies

New Honda Motorcycles
Used Motorcycles
Service
Generators

http://cometantenna.com
800.962.2611
sales@natcommgroup.com

http://hbhonda.com
714-842-5533

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR

 SPONSORS

Receiver Hitch

&

Wire Luggage Rack

Best Offer - will ship
CONUS

Further info, contact
Jeff WB6ALR

ocpd44@gmail.com

Longitudes of each point.   From
there, I used another free tool (not
the one described above) to
convert that file into a .gpx file.   I
now can load my GPS with all the
Fire Stations in the city and can
easily go directly to each one.
Yes, you can probably do that on
your phone, but you’d have to
search for each one.  And, in my
naming convention, I can pick the
exact Station number, Battalion
and/or Bureau – as they are all
organized that way.

If you have a need for this kind of
thing – give me a holler and I’ll
walk you through it.   And I won’t
charge you (quite) $10,000....;-)

73’s and Good Luck – Stay Safe!
John Beckwith, N6JCB
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